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Abstract: Mapping landfast sea ice at a fine spatial scale is not only meaningful for geophysical
study, but is also of benefit for providing information about human activities upon it. The
combination of unmanned aerial systems (UAS) with structure from motion (SfM) methods have
already revolutionized the current close-range Earth observation paradigm. To test their feasibility in
characterizing the properties and dynamics of fast ice, three flights were carried out in the 2016–2017
austral summer during the 33rd Chinese National Antarctic Expedition (CHINARE), focusing on the
area of the Prydz Bay in East Antarctica. Three-dimensional models and orthomosaics from three
sorties were constructed from a total of 205 photos using Agisoft PhotoScan software. Logistical
challenges presented by the terrain precluded the deployment of a dedicated ground control network;
however, it was still possible to indirectly assess the performance of the photogrammetric products
through an analysis of the statistics of the matching network, bundle adjustment, and Monte-Carlo
simulation. Our results show that the matching networks are quite strong, given a sufficient number
of feature points (mostly > 20,000) or valid matches (mostly > 1000). The largest contribution to
the total error using our direct georeferencing approach is attributed to inaccuracies in the onboard
position and orientation system (POS) records, especially in the vehicle height and yaw angle. On one
hand, the 3D precision map reveals that planimetric precision is usually about one-third of the vertical
estimate (typically 20 cm in the network centre). On the other hand, shape-only errors account for
less than 5% for the X and Y dimensions and 20% for the Z dimension. To further illustrate the UAS’s
capability, six representative surface features are selected and interpreted by sea ice experts. Finally,
we offer pragmatic suggestions and guidelines for planning future UAS-SfM surveys without the use
of ground control. The work represents a pioneering attempt to comprehensively assess UAS-SfM
survey capability in fast ice environments, and could serve as a reference for future improvements.
Keywords: landfast sea ice; unmanned aerial system (UAS); Antarctic expedition; structure from
motion (SfM); surface features; photogrammetry
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1. Introduction
Landfast sea ice (or ‘fast ice’) forms attached to a coastline, island, grounded ridge, or an
iceberg [1,2] and, in this sense, can be distinguished from ‘drift’ sea ice. It is the dominant cryospheric
composition of the near-shore zone. Furthermore, as a ubiquitous feature of the Antarctic coastal
zone, fast ice serves as a sensitive indicator and modulator of Antarctic climate processes [3] and,
as a structural element of the Antarctic ice shelf, integrity and marine ecosystem sustainability [4].
Although landfast sea ice is an important component of the Antarctic sea ice cover, many processes
associated with its formation, dynamical behaviour, and decay remain poorly understood [5,6],
especially at the local scale, as direct observations are scarce and challenging to obtain. Small-scale
deformations of fast ice, ranging from dozens to a few hundred metres, manifest as forms of fracturing,
rafting, ridging, and rubble ice fields. Similar to small-scale pressure ridges, which regulate the air
and water drag coefficients, and are therefore of geophysical interest, deformation information acts as
an critical input to regional ice-ocean-atmosphere interaction models [7]. Although it can be interpreted
from declassified satellite imagery, in general, an in-depth understanding of the role of landfast sea
ice in natural and human systems has been limited by a lack of reliable data. The possible utility of
high-resolution optical satellite imagery for sea ice monitoring has been suggested through visual
inspection [8]. These data cannot, however, provide a detailed characterization of sea ice surface
topography, and possess substantial uncertainty due to ambiguity in spectral unmixing [9]. Currently,
it is still a challenge for the available satellite systems in the aspects of timeliness and resolution.
Taking full advantage of centimetre-scale aerial imagery, Lu et al. [8] analyzed aerial photographs
of Arctic summer sea ice obtained during the Third Chinese National Arctic Research Expedition
in 2008 (CHINARE2008). Likewise, Landy et al. [10,11] parameterized surface ice roughness by
terrestrial LiDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) at a similar scale. Although increasingly applied to
acquire high-resolution fast ice scenes in near-real time, airborne photogrammetry is still logistically
challenging and cost-prohibitive.
Advances in unmanned aerial system (UAS) technology and the sophistication and accessibility of
computer vision-based digital photogrammetry, commonly termed structure from motion (SfM) with
multi-view stereo (MVS), are rapidly enhancing our ability to measure and understand geophysical
phenomena [12]. Such technologies achieve a flexible compromise between high temporal resolution
and broad spatial coverage, hence they are bridging the gap between sporadic ground-based
measurements and coarse space-borne remote sensing by enabling efficient and affordable observations
at both high spatial and temporal resolution [13–15]. Such methods have already exhibited satisfactory
performance in a variety of challenging natural scenarios [16,17], including in various cryospheric
fields. These methods have opened up new opportunities for snow and ice research [18]. It is worth
noting that Dammann et al. [19] also made use of LiDAR to validate their fast ice surface roughness
derived from an UAS survey. The results from the two datasets are in line with each other, implying
that digital surface models (DSM) derived from UAS-SfM capture the full spectrum of relief variations.
UAS-SfM methods appear to be a promising tool for tackling observational barriers in sea ice
research. The uptake of UAS technology for Antarctic-related research is demonstrable [20–22]. Of the
18 published papers in a non-exhaustive review conducted in Leary [23], only three projects were
directly associated with sea ice, yet none were concerned with fast ice research. The very first attempt
among similar studies appeared more than ten years ago, where researchers from the British Antarctic
Survey (BAS) used a 6 kg fixed-wing UAS to measure air temperatures at very low altitudes over the
Weddell Sea [24]. The remaining two studies comprised ship-based work: One conducted on board the
R/V Nathaniel B. Palmer of the U.S., and the other on board the RSV Aurora Australis of the Australia
Antarctic Division (AAD). The former case utilized two testing models, a DJI Phantom 2 Vision+
quadcopter and a more advanced eight-rotor S1000 to determine floe size distribution [25]; the latter
project was initiated for icebreaker navigation. When passing through sea with a high ice concentration,
the quadcopter and fixed-wing were valuable additions to the current suite of sea ice navigation
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tool kits [26]. However, their models still suffered from unstable batteries, and a comprehensive
photogrammetric assessment is still lacking. In the present study we try to address such problems.
Due to the low-contrast surface of snow and ice, compared with other natural or artificial scenes,
previous research has suggested that the robust key-point extraction and matching of stereo image pairs
is difficult, if not impossible, using traditional algorithms [27]. One would assume that an undeveloped
surface texture over sea ice, combined with sub-optimal illumination conditions at high latitudes, might
produce images that are unsuitable for developing valid stereo pairings [28]. Nonetheless, the matching
performance and precision evaluation of photogrammetric products from UAS on sea ice remains
under-developed. Normally, spatially well-distributed ground control points (GCPs) serve as an
independent check for photogrammetrically-derived orthomosaics and DSMs [29–31]. More recently,
the maturation of real-time-kinetic (RTK) and differential technology has enabled onboard GNSS
(Global Navigation Satellite System)-supported UAS surveys to achieve almost the same accuracy [32].
However, these approaches either require arduous on-foot measurements, or prohibitively expensive
segments. Especially with regard to the stability of fast ice, tidal cracks, melting, or deformation
would mechanically weaken the ice [33,34], which could cause potential fatalities if the surveyors are
not familiar with the environmental setting. In addition, icebergs or large floes could also tumble,
threatening the safety of the personnel and vehicles [35]. In other words, walkover surveys are usually
impractical and unsafe. It is not just difficult but, indeed, perilous to deploy ground control over
given unstable fast ice. From the standpoint of photogrammetry, here we circumvent the conventional
manner and explore a safer and potentially photogrammetrically effective method for evaluating the
relative precision of photogrammetric products derived without ground control through an assessment
of matching network strength, exterior orientation, and perturbation statistics [36].
The following paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the study site; Section 3 describes
the UAS model, the source data acquisition, and the subsequent processing steps; we analyze the
photogrammetric products and evaluate their precision in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 sheds light on
methodological deficiencies and possible future developments, followed by a brief summary of the
work in Section 6. To our best knowledge, the present study represents the first assessment of direct
georeferencing-based UAS-SfM, in a sea ice environment.
2. Study Site
Situated in Princess Elizabeth Land in southeast Antarctica, Zhongshan (69◦22′S , 76◦22′E) is
a Chinese research station, which was constructed in 1989. It lies on the eastern rim of the Prydz Bay,
on a relatively shallow but widespread continental shelf extending into the Indian Ocean (see Figure 1).
The study area is separated from the Antarctic plateau by the low-lying Larsemann Hills, protecting
it largely from immediate katabatic winds from the north-east. Locally-documented extreme wind
speeds can reach 40 m·s−1. In the austral summer, the air temperature fluctuates between −10 ◦C and
5 ◦C; during December, inclement weather conditions (such as fogging and snowfall) are common,
and the mean temperature is is 0.17 ◦C.
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Figure 1. Study site and Chinese Antarctic expedition settings. (a) The location of the Chinese flagship
scientific research station, Zhongshan, in east Antarctica, overlaid on the Bedmap2 Antarctic ice sheet
surface elevation map. (b) The coastal environment near Zhongshan station. In November each year,
R/V Xuelong usually traverses through westerlies and the drift ice zone of the Prydz Bay to approach
and re-supply the polar expedition team. The landfast sea ice near shore often extends 30–40 km from
the Larsemann Hills. The background Antarctic ice sheet mosaic is the LIMA from USGS. (c) The
programmed path of three missions. Note the dashed circle close-up in upper part: The Sentinel-2
optical satellite happened to capture the moment on 29 November 2016, when the R/V Xuelong (black
linear feature) was trying to break the outer boundary and pierce into the landfast ice. It was held still
a few kilometres past that position, and then anchored there.
This area also serves as a navigation channel and anchoring point for Chinese icebreakers to
access Zhongshan Station to exchange personnel and resupply for expeditions at the end of November
or early December, when the one-year-old fast ice is widely distributed around the station [37,38].
Cargo transportation by heavy snow tractors and various kinds of scientific research activities occur
on the surface of the nearshore fast ice; the area is, therefore, of logistical interest. Locally, fast ice can
detach from the land in early summer as a result of coincident strong winds, periodical spring tides,
penetrating ocean swells, or a combination of these factors, increasing the risk to life. The complete
annual cycle of landfast sea ice growth and decaying processes near to Zhongshan was first recorded
by Lei et al. [39], as part of the Antarctic Fast-Ice Network (AFIN) initiative [40]. Fast ice grows from
mid-February to late November, reaching a maximum thickness of 1.6–1.8 m, covered by a layer
of snow of variable depth. Beyond late November, the ice begins to decay by rapid disintegration,
combined with surface melting. Interestingly, ridges and bergy bits were found to influence the local
ice properties significantly [39].
3. Data and Methods
In recent years, UAS have become more affordable and dramatically easier to operate, allowing
end users from various fields to focus on integrating specific sensors and the collection of data [18].
For operation in Antarctica, unique design specifications have to be taken into consideration, in light of
the low temperatures, strong winds, and complex logistical arrangements. Further, weak illumination
(caused by low solar altitude), and image over-exposure (caused by highly reflective snow and
ice surfaces) may complicate regular photogrammetric processing. To address these concerns in
a cost-effective way, we propose a series of solutions, which we explain below.
3.1. UAS Model Specification
The Polar Hawk-III is a fixed-wing UAS with an integrated remote sensing system. The UAS
was jointly designed, developed, and implemented by Feima Robotics Laboratory and Beijing Normal
University. It has a wing span of 1.6 m, weighs ∼3.3 kg and costs ∼6500 U.S. dollars. Its main
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architecture is outlined in Figure 2a and is comprised mostly of commercial, off-the-shelf components;
the system is also fully modular, for ease of transport.
The framework is made of Carbon Fiber Composites (CFCs) with an Expanded PolyOlefin
(EOP) material covering the fuselage, which absorbs a significant amount of vibration. A brushless
electric motor provides propeller thrust. To minimize rotational variations, a 3-axis accelerometer and
gyroscope controls self-stabilization. The model is resistant to wind, up to 12 m·s−1. Deployment
is by pilot casting (see Figure 2b); whereas, for landing, both parachuting or glided landing options
are available.
Figure 2. UAS model illustration and field work scenes. (a) Polar Hawk-III model. Refer to Section 3.1
for the model’s detailed specifications. (b) Holding the model, the operator is about to cast it into air
to deploy the vehicle. Note the R/V Xuelong, 400 m in the background. (c) A photo of a small area
of rough ice. The stiff ice floes stand out chaotically, up to about 0.5∼1 m. Please refer to the person
(height: 1.75 m) behind for physical scale.
The UAS is propelled by a tailored lithium polymer battery with an overall power of 9800 mAh,
permitting a sortie length of 1.5 h at a cruising speed of 60 km·h−1. To maximize battery life (and, thus,
flight times), we warmed the batteries in thermal insulation blankets, prior to use.
Aerial images are retrieved by a full-frame SONY DSC-RX1R II camera, mounted in the belly
payload. The Zeiss Sonnar T*FE F2.8 len (35.9× 24 mm) has a fixed focal length of 35 mm, and captures
photos in JPEG format at a resolution of 42 megapixels (7952 × 5304). The instantaneous field of view
(IFOV) of each exposure is dependent on relative altitude; for example, a ground sampling distance
(GSD) of 10 cm is achieved at a flying height of ∼760 m. A flight control unit records the onboard GPS
and IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) data during flight missions and are linked to the camera shutter;
when the shutter is triggered, the external camera position and orientation are recorded in a global
geographic coordinate system simultaneously.
The vehicle is linked to a ground station by radio communication with frequency 818 ± 15 MHz,
up to an effective maximum radius of 15 km. The flight path is pre-programmed using a flight-planning
software and, once deployed, the UAS is controlled by an autopilot, with an emergency ‘return to
home’ functionality, in case of sustained ground station signal loss.
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3.2. Data Acquisition
A large area (more than 100 km2) of fast ice with distinctive surface structures were identified from
Sentinel-2A satellite imagery, at the time of the R/V Xuelong’s arrival in Prydz Bay on 29 November
2016. The MSI onboard the Sentinel-2A has 12 bands, and the RGB composite of this image was used to
support mission planning through visual inspection (see Figure 1c. We sought a GSD of 20 cm, as this
represented an appropriate compromise between spatial coverage and surface detail representation,
equivalent to a UAS flying altitude of ∼1500 m above sea level and producing an image with a ground
footprint of 1480 × 990 m.
To avoid motion blurring and over-exposure, key camera parameters were set, as follows: Shutter
speed, 1/1600 s; aperture, 5.6; and ISO, 100∼400. White balance was set to automatic and, therefore,
the colour intensity of the image would be scaled based upon the amount of light and dark pixels in
a given capture [41]. We manually regulated the image focus immediately before each sortie, according
to the current light intensity. Our flight design incorporated respective forward and side overlaps of
80% and 60%, in line with published recommendations [42,43].
We undertook the first sortie at midnight, when the solar altitude was at its lowest (1.48◦).
The take-off and landing sites were located on stable sea ice, 400 m south of the mooring position of
the R/V Xuelong (Figure 2b). More than 20 km2 of fast ice cover was surveyed by 87 photos, in a flight
lasting 45 min. We launched a second sortie (sortie-2) ∼6 h later (Table 1); however, the UAS suffered
an intermittent loss of contact with the ground station, forcing an end to the sortie; this sortie retrieved
56 photos, of which 53 were deemed suitable for photogrammetric use (Table 1). Three days of adverse
weather between 3 December (sortie-2) and 7 December (sortie-3) hindered outdoor activities. For
sortie-3, we shifted our attention to an area of landfast sea ice ∼ 13 km southeast of the R/V Xuelong,
characterized by extensive ridges measuring 0.7–0.8 m in height (Figure 2c). All in-situ records,
including flight information and environmental factors, are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. In-situ records of three (UAS) flights.
Mission No. Date
Flight Time *
Photos
Taking-Off Landing Duration (min)
sortie-1 2 December 2016 23:31 00:15 44 87
sortie-2 3 December 2016 06:38 07:17 39 56 (53) §
sortie-3 7 December 2016 06:52 07:54 62 62 (60)
Mission No. Coordinates Height (m) Strip Range (km) Area (km2)
sortie-1 76.132◦E, 69.105◦S 1557 3 27.81 21.58
sortie-2 76.143◦E, 69.107◦S 1557 1 24.21 20.29
sortie-3 76.182◦E, 69.111◦S 1383 3 36.75 12.39
Mission No.
Environment Parameters †
Weather Solar Altitude (◦) Temperature (◦C) Wind Speed (m·s−1) Wind Direction
sortie-1 Clear 1.48∼1.76 −5.2∼−3.8 4 ∼7 south by west
sortie-2 Clear 25.5∼29.1 −4.3∼−2.6 ∼5 south by west
sortie-3 Low Cloud 26.8∼33.5 −3.6∼−2.2 6∼10 east
* Local time zone, which is East-5; § The number in parenthesis indicates the valid photos imported into
PhotoScan; † Measured at the taking-off and landing location, maybe dozens of kilometres away from the
actually vehicle.
3.3. Data Processing
We undertook SfM-MVS processing in Agisoft R© PhotoScan software v1.2.4. The blurred images
were eliminated, manually, to avoid matching failures (Table 1). Following image key-point extraction
and an initial alignment, a self-calibrating bundle iteratively solves for the interior and external
camera and scene geometry, generating a sparse 3D point cloud (of ‘high’ quality). If georeferenced
topographic data products are desired, a common workflow comprises software-guided placement
of GCPs, allowing the projection of the data into a real-world coordinate system. Alternatively,
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on-board positioning information can be used in place of, or alongside with, ground control for project
georeferencing. In the absence of ground control, we employed on-board GPS and IMU information
to georeference our data. Non-linear geometric distortions were corrected through a self-calibrating
optimization of the camera model distortion parameters, including focal length, principle coordinates,
aspect ratio, skew coefficient, third order of radial distortion coefficient, and second order of tangential
distortion coefficient. The sparse clouds were manually filtered, followed by a densification using
an MVS algorithm to generate the dense point cloud of the fast ice surface (again, of ‘high’ quality).
The dense point cloud was used to construct a DSM, from which an orthomosaic image was created at
a 20 cm pixel resolution. All outputs were mapped into the WGS84-UTM43S (EPSG: 32743) projection.
To maintain the visual integrity of the original imagery, the colour balancing option when exporting
the orthomosaic was not checked. A more in-depth description of the workflow above can be found
in [30].
To examine the image network geometry and strength in the absence of a ground control,
we flexibly manipulated our PhotoScan project using the in-built Python scripting API (Application
Program Interface). Following an initial alignment, images with more than three matches were
extracted. To analyze the geometry network strength, we extracted the number of feature points
(key-points) in each exposure position, and the amount of valid links (tie-points) between each of the
stereo pairs. Moreover, to make full use of the residuals of the holistic bundle adjustment, the statistics
of six exterior parameters along the courses were inspected after orientation optimization.
Point precision assessment was carried out using Monte-Carlo approaches, implemented in the
MATLAB-based SfM_georef toolkit [12]. The software includes functionality to evaluate point cloud
precision, and its principle is fully described in James et al. [36]. By iteratively and randomly adjusting
camera model parameters using a Gaussian distribution, each point in the sparse cloud would migrate
in 3D space around its original coordinates (i.e., the original (x,y,z) location before the Monte-Carlo
analysis). The magnitude of point migration can be regarded as the proxy of product precision [36].
To amount for the above statistics of the exterior orientation, the mean standard deviations of position
and orientation residuals were initialized as the representative perturbation for 5000 times. The total
error was partitioned into two components: The portion induced from internal image network, and
the portion induced from external POS records. Our Python scripts and data are available in the
Supplementary Materials. All processing steps were summarized in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Flowchart of data processing.
4. Results and Interpretation
The orthomosaics and DSMs corresponding to our three sorties are shown in Figure 4a,b,
respectively. At first glance, the contrast in the scene exposures is striking: For sortie-1, the darker tone
results from a low solar altitude; while, for sortie-3, clouds may have reduced the surface reflectance.
Two operators and the ground station can also be clearly identified in the sortie-2 orthomosaic.
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With regard to the appearance of the DSM (Figure 4b), the elevation patterns are spatially complex:
Peripheral areas exhibit low relative elevations, likely due to the reduced image matching success,
and suggests the presence of a systematic radial bias (the so-called ‘dome effect’), superimposed by
high-frequency longitudinal dithering. From these data, it is difficult to discern the actual surface
topography, which was comprised of weathered snow and rough ridges on the ice surface.
Figure 4. The standard products of the structure from motion (SfM) software, exported from Agisoft R©
PhotoScan v1.2.4: (a) The mosaic images after ortho-rectification. The darker tone in the sortie-1
orthomosaic is due to the lower solar altitude angle, as compared with that of sortie-2 and sortie-3.
The circular close-up shows two operators and the ground station in a flat area 400 m ahead of the
R/V Xuelong. See Figure 2b,c for the in-situ environment. (b) The digital surface models (DSM) of
three sortie projects. Note that systematic biases include the slight ‘doom effect’ and high frequency
jitters along the flight course. Please refer to Figure 1c for their respective flight courses and geographic
locations.
4.1. Image Network Geometry
In more ‘traditional’ digital photogrammetric workflows, such as those employed by Impho or
ERDAS LPS, operator intervention, including manual image tie-point identification, is indispensable
for quality control. In contrast, the SfM method, as employed by PhotoScan, involves automatic image
network reconstruction from a far greater number of feature points (often tens of thousands) and
corresponding matches (often thousands). Generally speaking, a higher number of image key-points
and tie-points leads to increased stability of the camera and scene geometry network.
The matching network geometry of sortie-3 is illustrated in Figure 5. Out of 60 images, 48 possessed
over 20,000 key-points. The minimum number of image key-points in a single image exceeds 7000;
this number might be taken as representative of images of ‘featureless’ sea ice. Images with a higher
number of feature points were typically retrieved from the central part of the study area, but we also
noticed that the left strip images returned more points than images in the right strip (Figure 5a); the
number of tie-point matches ranged from 200 to 3100 for photos at equivalent distances in the right and
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left strips, respectively. Similar patterns appear in Figure 5b. Adjacent image pairs, either in forward
or sideward positions, possessed over 1500 valid matches. For their respective instance, see Figure 5c,d.
Our key-point matching success rate of 85% (≈ 1326/1569 ≈ 550/634) indicates sufficient robustness,
although the number of tie-point matches in our projects never reached the default upper limit of 4000.
Figure 5. The matching results after alignment optimization. Sortie-3 is shown here, as the example:
(a) The coordinates of each exposure station, with the size of the camera representing the amount of
tie-points in each photo. The number after each item in the legend denotes the counts falling into the
corresponding category. The geo-rectified photo-07, whose discernible ’vignetting effect’ cannot be
neglected in image stitching, is overlaid on top of the orthomosaic. Two curves link photo-29 and
photo-21 with photo-17, whose matching performances are shown in panels (c) and (d); (b) Alignment
performance between each possible pair link among all 60 input photos, with the line thickness
representing the amount of successful tie-points matches; (c) Matching result between photo-17 and
photo-29, as an example of sideways-neighbouring areas. A total of 1326 out of the 1569 feature points
were tied properly (blue links). The matching links are reversed due to the 180◦ difference of heading
between adjacent courses. Red links denote local erroneous matches, which may severely deviate from
the holistic pattern, which is dealt with in later camera orientation and sparse point cloud generation.
(d) Matching result between photo-17 and photo-21, as an example of forward-neighbouring areas.
A total of 550 out of the 634 feature points were tied properly. The nearest two neighbours were not
selected here for visually clear purposes, since tie-point links are too dense to represent. The same
symbology as in (c) is used.
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Histograms of all three sorties are summarized in Figure 6. Sortie-1 obtained a similar distribution
shape as sortie-3; the median is only slightly lower (21,699 versus 22,393); which is surprising, given
the relatively low solar inclination at the time of sortie-1. Interestingly, sortie-2 performed poorly,
in terms of relative optimal illumination; the high exposure of the orthomosaic may be directly linked
to the lower number of tie-points retrieved from these images. The bright tone of the orthomosaic
suggests that over-exposure may be the culprit. Again, in Figure 6h, there was no palpable difference
between sortie-1 and sortie-3, but sortie-2 seems to be the strongest among the three. In essence, it
is an underlying mirage, resulting from the single strip; this kinds of unfavourable geometry forms
no closed loop. According to the least-square theory in classic surveying, error can accumulate
monotonically with no effective control.
Figure 6. The histogram of tie-points quantity distribution in each photo from the three sorties:
(a) Sortie-1, (b) sortie-2, and (c) sortie-3, (d) The notched box plot of the previous variable in the three
sorties. The histogram of match quantity distribution in mutual photo pairs from the three sorties:
(e) Sortie-1, (f) sortie-2, and (g) sortie-3, (h) The notched box plot of the previous variable in the three
sorties. Note that the scale of the horizontal axis in the histogram plot is the same as that of vertical
axis in the box plot in each row.
4.2. Exterior Orientation
In bundle block adjustment, errors from image matching and instrument measurement are
appropriately allocated. In light of robust optimization, a large residual should arise if outliers were
interposed a priori. Here, we explore sortie-1 adjustments after exterior orientation. To make units
consistent, longitude and latitude are projected into planimetric coordinates, in metres.
The mean of the X, Y, and Z residual error components converge to zero, but this masks significant
complexity. The residuals of the X and Y coordinates evolve synchronously, but the amplitude is
larger for Y (see Figure 7a). Both experience saltation when shifting to the next strip at photo-31 and
photo-62 (POS record), whilst the superimposed oscillations may reflect the effects of wind turbulence.
However, most of the positional errors are introduced by the Z residuals, which experiences a residual
error amplitude of >6 m along a single strip. We speculate that the dips of X and Y dimension in
photo-62 could presumably be attributed to a gust of crosswind, which happened when the UAS was
swerving to next strip.
A similar pattern appears for the orientation residuals (Figure 7b), but with mean bias offsets,
which are positive for roll, yet negative for yaw and pitch. The most mysterious pattern occurs in yaw
angle. Not only is the variation magnitude (left Y-axis) almost one order larger than that of pitch and
roll (right Y axis), but also it oscillates back and forth coarsely. The same thing also happens in the
other two sorties in Figure 8d; thus, we speculate the IMU might loss its fixation in the yaw dimension
(see Section 5 for more discussion). Alternatively, this could reflect the wind’s influence—if the wind
was coming from a constant direction during sortie-1, it would cause the yaw to be offset one way
when the drone was flying north (for example), and the opposite way when the drone was flying south.
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Overall, it can be safely inferred that the Z and yaw measurements in the POS records are not reliable
and, therefore, contribute the most to error adjustment.
Figure 7. The position and orientation system (POS) residuals after alignment optimization. Sortie-1 is
selected here as an example; for the residual distributions of all three sorties, please refer to Figure 8
for their distributions. (a) The positional residuals in the photo acquisition sequence. Note that the
error accumulates quickly along the same strip, in particular for the Z dimension, which oscillates
periodically. (b) The orientational residuals in photo acquisition sequence. Note the error of the yaw
(left Y-axis) is an order larger than that of pitch and roll (right Y-axis), and the fluctuation amplitude of
yaw is much larger as well. In contrast to the mean of positional residual converging to zero, the means
of orientational residual are more or less biased.
The residual distribution from all three sorties are summarized in Table 2 and Figure 8. Except
for yaw, the remaining five residual error components show a centralized, normal-like distribution,
which corroborates the hypothesis in a later Monte-Carlo simulation [36]. Reasonably, the standard
deviation of the yaw has to be excluded, as the input for next step’s evaluation.
Table 2. Standard Deviation Statistics Summary of the POS Residuals.
Mission No.
Position (m) Orientation (deg)
X Y Z Yaw Pitch Roll
sortie-1 0.7615 1.8153 1.9873 6.3752 0.1289 0.1443
sortie-2 3.1225 1.5849 0.7524 3.6204 0.0765 0.4688
sortie-3 1.4837 0.2925 0.5205 4.9438 0.2006 0.4193
mean 1.3689 0.2397 *
* Stds of Yaw were excluded from calculation.
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Figure 8. The POS residual histograms of all 200 photos from the three sorties after alignment
optimization in Agisoft R© PhotoScan, through which sparse cloud points were produced. (a–c) are
for the positional records, X, Y, and Z, respectively, whose bell-shaped distributions are zero-centred
(similar to Gaussian forms). The (d–f) are for the orientational records, yaw, pitch, and roll, respectively,
whose distributions are much more complicated than that of the positional records.
4.3. Precision Evaluation
For the Monte Carlo precision analysis, the mean positional and orientation residual errors of
1.367 m and 0.24◦ (Table 2) were specified as the measurement accuracy of camera position and
orientation. Bundle adjustments, forced by pseudo-random additions, were repeatedly executed
in a form of sensitivity analysis, which allowed us to assess the effects of camera model parameter
adjustment on the model precision.
The results of our precision analysis are displayed visually in Figure 9, and graphically in Figure 10.
Figure 9 shows a numerically parallel distribution (i.e., decreasing precision with increasing distance
from the centre of each sortie), but the orientation of this pattern of error propagation varies; these error
‘domes’ were elongated broadly north-south for X and west-east for Y. For X and Y, the precisional
errors ranged from a minimum of 0.15 m at the distortion centres, where both forward and side
image overlaps were at their greatest, to >0.35 m at the survey periphery, where side image overlap is
non-existent for the outermost images. A similar effect is observed for the Z component of the error,
although with a slightly less pronounced precisional dome effect. Sortie-3, for which we retrieved
the maximum number of key-points and tie-points (Figure 6d,h), constrained the Z precision to less
than 0.5 m. Though sortie-1 achieved similar metrics in Section 4.1, the low solar altitude exerted real
effects here. It is implied that the success rate of matching should be obviously less than 85% of sortie-3
(Figure 5c,d), where rough ridges abound.
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Figure 9. The 3D precision map of sparse point clouds through alignment optimization in Agisoft R©
PhotoScan, based on Monte Carlo simulations: (a) X, (b) Y, and (c) Z dimensions. The standard
deviation of perturbation added into the original POS records is 1.37 m for GPS position and 0.24◦ for
IMU orientation, as summarized in Table 2. The colour ramps for (a) and (b) are identical, whereas (c)
possesses its own. Please refer to James et al. [36] for technical details of evaluation algorithm.
Taking sortie-1 as an example, once more, we explore the relationship of two kinds of errors
induced from different sources. The total precision Y is slightly larger than that of X, but much smaller
than that of Z, revealing the same pattern as the positional residuals in Figure 7a. For shape-only error,
the vertical uncertainty is an order of magnitude greater than that of X or Y. We expect this finding,
as planimetric coordinates were directly retrieved from the two-dimensional photograph but depth
information was estimated from the redundant parallax observation. From Figure 10g–i, we confirm
that the accuracy of the final photogrammetric products was mainly limited by weak georeferencing,
based on the fact that shape-only errors only accounted for about 5% planimetrically or 20% vertically,
in total.
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Figure 10. The 3D precision histogram of the sparse point cloud, based on Monte Carlo simulation.
Sortie-1 was selected as an example. For spatial variability of all three sorties’ 3D precision, please refer
to Figure 9. The first row, (a–c), are for whole precision from the Monte Carlo simulation; The second
row, (d–f), are for shape-only errors, regardless of the exterior POS record or ground control. The third
row, (g–i), are for the proportions of shape-only error, accounting for all precision. The first, second,
and third columns are for the X, Y, and Z dimension, respectively.
4.4. Surface Morphological Features
Shaped by the interplay of environmental forcing and internal stress, we observe a variety of
morphological features on the sea ice surface. These features affect air-ice-ocean energy interactions,
as well as posing risks for operational practices. The high-definition orthomosaic and elevation models
are useful for characterizing sea ice morphology, since, when analyzed in conjunction with one another,
it is possible to unveil fine-grain detail and relief variation on the ice surface. In this section, we identify
and discuss a couple of morphological sea ice structures using our data.
Figure 11a,d are close-ups of the R/V Xuelong, which broke through the fast ice, as far as 847 m.
Cargo containers were being unloaded on the ice surface, off the portside. The orthomosaic proved to
be measurable by validating the vessel length from the image. The 167 m line-segment in (a) agrees
surprisingly well with the actual measurement (167 m), especially given that this area lies at the end of
a survey course. Even with ground control, large distortion in such an edge is inevitable, such as the
asymmetric bias between two sides of the vessel.
Further offshore, Figure 11b,e show drift ice, moved by winds and currents, formed at the dynamic
outer boundary of the landfast ice. Break-up behaviours associated with the brittle properties of ice
were observed, which is an intrinsic response of solids to a strong external forcing. The locations of the
artefacts highlighted in Figure 11d,e were anticipated, and are associated with spurious matches on
water surface. Across the sea ice, we observe no obvious shear structures, probably because lateral
collision did not take place under the persistent offshore winds and quick processes.
We highlight two parallel, curvilinear ridges in Figure 11g,i. When strong winds blow over,
landfast ice (in its infant stage) forms cracks along fractures. The two individual blocks then advect
divergently, before being weakly sutured together by a layer of newly-formed and thinner transitional
ice. Noticeable texture of decaying, such as melt ponds scattered on the surface or dirty ice in the midst
of bright white ice, could be a consequence of water flooding or brine seepage.
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Cargo unloading
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Artifacts
167 m
Figure 11. The typical surface geometric features selected from the orthomosaics and their
corresponding local surface topography: (a) The anchored R/V Xuelong, with cargo unloading nearby.
(b) Newly-broken chunks of ice floes close to the outer boundary of the landfast ice (lower part).
(c) Extremely rough margin close to the outer boundary of the landfast isce (upper part). (d–f) are their
upper panels’ corresponding surface elevation. Please note the unbalanced bias acting between the
two flanks of the R/V Xuelong in (d), and little artifacts in the area of sea water in (e). (g) Two almost
parallel and smoothly curved ice ridges, with melting pond-like features interspersed nearby. (h) Ice
ridges in an opposing zigzagged shape. (i) Densely distributed and nearly parallel snow dunes with
a flat ice floe inside. (j–l) are their upper panels’ corresponding surface elevation. Note that all the
orthomosaic and surface elevation images are locally stretched to enhance the visualization. Please
refer to boxes in Figure 4 for all panel’s geographic extent.
In Figure 11h,k, we observe a phenomenon known as ‘finger rafting’, whereby, as the name
suggests, two sheets collide and interlock into each other to form intertwined edges. If the impingement
continues, the ridge height can become exaggerated. The sail above the waterline reaches up to 5 m,
which implies that the keel below the waterline should be at least four times thicker. Through such
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mechanisms, fast ice contributes proportionally more volume by area than other types of Antarctic sea
ice [5].
In Figure 11i,j, we observe the redistribution of surface snow by strong winds to form sastrugi-like
forms, or wind ripples. From a photogrammetric perspective, these hard-packed snow dunes roughen
the ice surface and provide vertical feature expression, which help to facilitate depth-matching,
by virtue of their vertical surface expression. We also notice the lower elevation inside the annotated
ellipse (Figure 11i); we attribute this to pan ice formation, which has thereafter been incorporated into
the landfast sheet through advection [44].
In terms of satellite SAR and microwave altimeter, the peculiar geometry in (g), (h), and (i) would
cause anisotropic observation (intensity or waveform). If such structures extended to a larger spatial
scale, it can be expected that samples from ascending and descending orbits would vary significantly.
5. Discussions
Our direct georeferencing approach has obvious logistical benefits for UAS surveys over
hazardous areas, including Antarctic sea ice; however, this study has also revealed notable operational
considerations for UAS deployment in cold environments, as well as precisional deficiencies, which
we discuss below.
5.1. Hardware and Operation
The two previous UAS surveys conducted in this field both employed rotary wing-type UAS.
This technology is adaptable but is limited by battery endurance; most systems of this type are only
capable of flight times of <15 min in cold environments [25,26]. To maximize battery life, we warmed
our batteries to at least 5 ◦C pre-flight, which had a noticeable effect on flight time.
Due to climatic extremes, UAS operations at high latitudes are heavily weather-dependent.
During the Antarctic austral summer, strong winds and thick fogs are common, and the short windows
of fair weather must be taken full advantage. Further, knowledge of the locality and up-to-date
meteorology is key; strong turbulence in the upper atmosphere should also be taken into consideration,
and we recommend that UAS operators also review high-altitude meteorological reports prior to UAS
deployment. We also demonstrate the utility of near-real-time satellite imagery for informing study
site identification and mission planning [45]; in this study, the availability of high-resolution Sentinel
2 imagery was invaluable for this purpose, and we advocate pre-flight acquisition and scrutiny of
satellite remote sensing data products to inform low-altitude UAS sorties.
The exceptional background, not encountered outside Antarctica, is the polar daytime in high
latitudes; whereas it is widely acknowledged that sub-optimal illumination can be detrimental to
photogrammetric processing [42]. We find that, across a relatively subdued topography, the low
solar altitude at austral summer dawn and dusk reveals fine-grained topographic relief through the
casting of exaggerated shadows. Counter-intuitively, these shadows appear to aid photogrammetric
reconstruction in this setting. Thus, at extreme latitudes, there therefore exists an operational trade-off
between ensuring sufficient radiance intensity (in favour of optimal illumination) and a low solar angle
(in favour of highlighting small-scale surface features). On the other hand, the strong illumination
at noon might result in over-exposure for high-albedo surfaces and ought to be avoided; which
contrasts the usual recommendations to undertake UAS surveys during periods of maximum solar
illumination [42].
5.2. Processing and Precision
Typically, the minimum standard for quality evaluation of SfM-MVS-derived data products
comprises the statement of root mean square error (RMSE) values when compared to some ground
truth measurements [31,46]. However, such simple metrics cannot provide a full description of the
uncertainty associated with SfM photogrammetry [47,48], and even low mean error values can mask
large variations and a significant intricacy in the error signal. We therefore exploit tools for assessing
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the SfM-MVS model quality through an in-depth precisional analysis. These data offer us a chance to
investigate network strength along individual and multiple parallel flight lines.
In the absence of a dense network of survey-grade ground controls, the best-fit seven parameters
affine (three translation, three rotation, and one scale) rigid-body Helmert transform depends entirely
on extrinsic measurements. Accordingly, errors in the on-board GPS record propagate through into
the final photogrammetric solution [48,49]. For our Polar Hawk-III, precise, directly-georeferenced
work is restricted by low-quality measurements of vehicle height (multi-metre) and yaw angle (3◦∼6◦),
perhaps from a loosening IMU. Later IMU data checks revealed that yaw angles should demonstrate a
similar magnitude of error as roll and pitch (<0.5◦), and so we attribute the large step-changes in our
IMU precisional error signal (Figure 7b) to insecure IMU fixture and the failure of pre-flight checks to
pick this up, combined with craft shaking during directional change at the end of each image strip
(which could serve to move the IMU unit).
To systematically explore photogrammetric and direct georeferencing uncertainty, a POS
perturbation method, based on Monte Carlo simulation, was employed. According to the empirical
rule, proposed by Carbonneau and Dietrich [48], 1:1000 could be regarded as the inherent limit to SfM
precision level. Our topographic data can be rated into the ‘good quality’ category as the precision
of the sparse cloud in all dimensions never exceeds 1500 m:1000. In the sense of image sampling
configuration, the simulated planimetric uncertainty is about the same as the GSD (20 cm), and two to
four times higher in the vertical dimension. Similar proportional relationships have also been found in
previous studies [27,50].
As a further check of the accuracy of our data, we employed simple trigonometry. At the centre
of sortie-1 we discovered an ingested iceberg (see Figure 12). By comparing the tangent of height and
shadow length, and sun geometry, we find they are consistent with each other as well, exhibiting
a degree of topographic consistency in our data products, which are otherwise characterized by
systematic topographic inconsistency and artefacts (Figure 4).
Figure 12. An iceberg was entrapped in landfast sea ice in sortie-1. (a) Orthomosaic imagery of
the iceberg and its elongated shadow (570.47 m). (b) Surface elevation model of the iceberg and
surrounding smooth sea ice. (c) The elevation profile of the blue line in (b), with a height of 16.18 m.
(d) The evolution of solar altitude angle and its tangent ratio during the sortie-1 operated in polar day,
and ratio of iceberg’s height and its shadow’s length. Note the leap of solar altitude before and after
midnight, as a result of the discretization artefact in the approximation algorithm.
Establishing a well-distributed GCP network (including redundancy), is time-consuming, costly,
and, depending on the setting, can be logistically difficult or hazardous [51]. Drawing on our
experience and published recommendations, we indicate some directions worth the resource and
effort in improving the quality of direct georeferencing-derived UAV-SfM data products. Network
geometry can be further reinforced by including (1) oblique imagery from convergence observations;
(2) photo acquisition from multiple heights; (3) additional cross-strips; (4) increasing image overlap, or
even simply the number of images; (5) a well-defined camera distortion model; and (6) extra radial
detrend correction [31,36,48,49]. Further, in the case where fresh snow dominates the ice surface, which
reflects nearly 100% of the incoming solar radiation in the visible part of electromagnetic spectrum
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(λ = 0.37∼0.7µm), additional near-infrared band information (λ = 0.7∼0.85 µm), combined with
pre-processing steps to enhance image texture before matching [42] could be used to supplement the
optical information [27] for photogrammetric reconstruction. Finally, Gindraux et al. [30] argued that
snow weathering can significantly affect reconstruction success; one-day-old snow is inherently more
texturally complex than fresh snow, an effect which magnifies with prolonged persistent weathering
by katabatic winds.
5.3. Potential UAV-SfM Applications on Sea Ice
UAS-SfM-derived data products provide opportunities to scrutinize fast ice surface features
in unparalleled detail (Figure 11). Such information could be of interest to various applications,
including characterization of the size and spacing distributions of pressure ridges [52], surface
roughness estimation [53,54], melt pond identification and extraction [55,56], icebreaker navigation [38],
exploration- or transportation-planning over ice based on deformation structures [57,58], and even
free-drift iceberg tagging [59].
If time-series data were collected, SfM-MVS data products, combined with DSM differencing
methods, could be used to quantify the dynamical behaviours of sea ice decay in unprecedented
spatial and temporal resolutions. Taking this further, colour thresholding, derived from the colour
distribution histograms of the images, could be used to identify and track melt pond expansion,
permitting estimation of the surface heat budget between the ice and atmosphere during sea ice
decay [60]. Correlation-based image tracking techniques have already showed satisfactory outcomes
in sea ice displacement retrieval from ENVISAT data [61], and similar approaches could be applied to
time series of UAV-SfM orthomosaics to track small-scale motion and deformations, provided the UAS
orthomosaics are accurately georeferenced [62]. The derivative of strain rates is a fundamental factor
in multi-temporal sea ice stability research [34], and is a scale-dependent variable which cannot be
linearly extrapolated from coarse-scale space observation [7].
Approaches to geophysical measurement are dictated by the spatio-temporal scales of the
phenomenon of interest, as they relate to the scientific question(s), and technical feasibility [40].
Regarding possible future applications of our method in sea ice settings, it might be possible,
for example, to extract the freeboard of boundary ice floes [63] and, in turn, derive ice thickness
by substituting these data into hydrostatic equations. As has already been demonstrated in an ice sheet
setting [45], the linear combination of weighted RGB raw brightness could serve as a proxy for surface
albedo, which is a parameter of great importance in remote sensing and energy balance applications
for sea ice [33]; UAV-derived albedo data may prove useful for validating estimations of albedo from
spaceborne sensors [45]. Similarly, the use of multi- and hyper-spectral sensors could help to develop
a spectral library for different kinds of snow and sea ice facies [18]. From a field logistics and planning
perspective, data such as ours could be used to identify areas prone to fracture or severe deformation
and inform on-ice field activities.
Some of the applications described above require topographic data products with sub-decimetre
accuracies, which our results do not fulfill. However, the technology already exists which can do
so: GNSS-supported aerial triangulation methods have demonstrated the capacity to achieve survey
decimetric precisions for piloted UAV-SfM surveys, using differential GPS synchronized with image
capture [36,64,65]. Meanwhile, some tests carried out achieved a centimetric accuracy, which rivals
that typically achievable using traditional GCP-supported orientation [32,51]. Whilst we lacked the
ability to differentially correct our on-board GPS data for the present study, this method holds promise
for sea ice survey applications.
6. Conclusions and Outlook
Here, we have presented the first UAV-SfM study of landfast Antarctic sea ice. Mapping landfast
sea ice efficiently and accurately at high spatial resolution is a non-trivial task. In this, and other
environments, UAS-SfM-derived data products sit at an intermediate observational level, between
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spaceborne remote sensing and ground-based sampling, and represent a more cost-effective alternative
to manned aerial observation. The highly-automated and relatively accessible SfM workflow reduces
the technical knowledge barriers typically required for rigorous photogrammetry.
Counter-intuitively, we find that low solar illumination angles promote the enhancement of
surface texture through shadows cast on the fast ice, which promotes key-point identification and
tie-point matching of sufficient volume to enable geometric network reconstruction. Through the
analysis of exterior orientation residuals, the vehicle height and yaw angle emerge to be the most
significant sources of precisional error, whilst the relative shape of the topography derived within the
internal network is good (<1.5 cm for X/Y and 10 cm for Z), but its overall georeferencing performance
is weakly constrained, due to the quality of our on-board POS records (∼20 cm for X/Y and 70 cm for
Z). Monte Carlo-based analysis of the survey precision sheds light on the spatial distribution of the
survey error, and can inform mitigative measures to combat the introduction of model deformations.
Our data permit a meaningful interpretation of fine-scale sea ice morphology and provide
a starting point for more in-depth analysis and scientific applications, such as surface roughness
estimation, and also support practical and logistical decision-making. We anticipate that low-cost and
on-demand UAS surveying will become a routine tool for polar expeditionary science.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
AAD Australia Antarctic Division
AFIN Antarctic Fast-Ice Network
API Application Program Interface
BAS British Antarctic Survey
CFCs Carbon Fiber Composites
CHINARE Chinese National Antarctic Scientific Research Expedition
DSM Digital Surface Model
EPSG European Petroleum Survey Group
ESA European Space Agency
GCP Ground Control Point
GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System
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GSD Ground Sampling Distance
IFOV Instantaneous Field Of View
IMU Inertial Measurement Unit
LiDAR Light Detection And Ranging
LIMA Landsat Image Mosaic of Antarctica
POS Position and Orientation System
MVS Multi-View Stereopsis
RGB Red-Green-Blue
RMSE Root Mean Square Error
RTK Real Time Kinetic
SfM Structure from Motion
UAS Unmanned Aerial System
USGS United States Geological Survey
UTM Universal Transverse Mercator coordinate system
WGS84 World Geodetic System 1984
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